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COOPERATION BETWEEN ASSOCIATION OF LOCAL AU-
THORITIES SHARED EXPERIENCE HELPS TO BRING SOUTH 
CAUCASUS CLOSER TO EUROPE International conference in 
Kutaisi (30th of November – 1st of December)

The Mayor of the City of Kutaisi, Mr. Giorgi TEVDORADZE, together 
with Mrs
Antonella  CAGNOLATI,  Director  of  the  Congress  of  Local  and 
Regional Authorities, Council of Europe and Mr Per VINTHER, ALDA 
President, opened the international Conference on  “Cooperation for 

local government development in South Caucasus”,  in Kutaisi (30th of November – 1st of December).
The Conference was promoted by ALDA (Association  of  Local  Democracy Agencies),  the Council  of  Europe, GTZ 
(Deutsche Gesellschaft für Technische Zusammenarbeit),  NALAS (Network of Local Authorities Associations of South 
Eastern Europe) and LDA Georgia.
It  gathered  together  -  for  the  second  time  -  the  Association  of  Municipalities  of  Georgia  (NALAG),  the 
Association of Municipalities of Armenia and two of the three association of municipalities of Azerbaijan. The  
conference was a fundamental event to identify the needs and the perspectives of the Association of Local 
Authorities to promote local governance and local democracy in these three countries, which belong to the 
Council of Europe.
Mr Günther  KRUG,  Former  Vice  president  of  the  Congress  and  member  of  the  Berlin  House of  Representatives, 
underlined and emphasised the importance of this event and the fundamental help given by ALDA and by the LDA 
Georgia  in  this  process,  They  consider  ALDA  a  support  of  the  policy  of  the  Congress  in  this  region.
Mr Per Vinther, President of ALDA, focused on this role of this conference to support our regional strategy in the region 
which aims at opening the LDA Armenia and Azerbaijan soon.
This is the second Conference in Kutaisi  in the framework of the project  “Support to Local Democracy in Southern 
Caucasus”, promoted by ALDA and NALAS and supported by the Congress of Local and Regional Authorities of the 
Council of Europe.
Its main objective was to focus on what is needed and which steps can be taken to support the development of the local 
government in South Caucasus.



“We believe that the cooperation and experience we can offer through the network of Municipalities, NGOs and other 
partners we have throughout Europe can provide a great benefit for the development of Local governance in South 
Caucasus” states Mr Per Vinther, ALDA President presenting the Conference.
“This cooperation and experience sharing is important –says Mrs Antonella Valmorbida, ALDA Director- not only for the 
local government development in South Caucasus, but also for a wider  knowledge and understanding of the South 
Caucasus countries to be brought to European municipalities. The exchange in both directions helps to bring South 
Caucasus closer to Europe”.
During the conference local government representatives from several European countries and Associations in South 
Eastern Europe will present their 
ALDA considers its work in South Caucasus to be very important and among its top priorities. During the past year ALDA 
has been very active in the Eastern Partnership process and has built the basis for an increase of activities in South 
Caucasus. LDA Georgia has been working successfully in Kutaisi for more than four years now and ALDA is deeply 
engaged in making the opening of new LDAs in Armenia and Azerbaijan possible in the next future.
The meeting was concluded with a declaration and recommendation which paves the way for future activities and which 
is still in phase of finalyzation and translation. It will be available soon.

ALDA IN THE STEERING COMMITTEE OF THE EASTERN 
PARTNERSHIP CIVIL SOCIETY FORUM

On 18th and 19th November, in Berlin, ALDA - through the appointment of its 
Director, Antonella Valmorbida, has been reconfirmed in the Steering Committee of 
the Eastern Partnership Civil Society Forum. Mrs. Valmorbida is elected among the 
three EU Coordinators  next to Iris Kempe -  Heinrich Boel Foundation Southern 
Caucasus and Jeff Lovitt, Executive Director of Pasos.
The  appointed  Intermediary  Speaker  is  Ulad Vialichka, Chairperson  of  the 

Board, Eurobelarus.
The Civil  Society Forum gathered in Berlin  240 NGOs and leaders from Europe and from the Eastern Partnership 
Countries,  Azerbaijan,  Georgia,  Armenia,  Belarus,  Moldova and Ukraine.  It  addressed the issues with  four working 
groups on Democracy and governance, Economic issues, environment and energy and people to people contacts. 
The major event was co-organized with  the European Commission (DGrelex) and the MInistry of  Foreign Affairs of 
Germany. The EU Enlargement Commissioner, Stefan Fuele, confirmed that the Civil Society Forum is a pillar of the 
Eastern Partnership Policy and his support to the process. "The process of Eastern Partnership, does not open the way 
to accession to the EU of these countries but it paves the way to democracy and partnership", confirmed M. Guido 
Westerwelle, the Minister of Foreign Affairs of Germany to the Forum.
The role of the future Civil Society Forum will  be to influence the official Eastern Partnership process in view of the 
recommendations emerged from the Forum. 
The upcoming year will probably confirm the role of the Civil Society Forum as an operational structure throughout the 
year instead of the single event. The engagement of ALDA in the CSF EaP fits into the more general strategy to engage  
in Southern Caucasus.

ALDA GOVERNING BOARD MEETING 
IN BYDGOSZCZ, POLAND (16TH OF  NOVEMBER) 

The last ALDA Governing Board meeting took place on the 16 th of November in 
Bydgoszcz,  Poland. 
After the welcome addresses by Mr Konstanty Dombrowicz, Mayor of Bydgoszcz, 
and Mr Per Vinther, President of ALDA, the members discussed the programme 
and budget of the Association for the next year and the assessment on the 2010 
accounts.
Other topics under discussion was the situation of the LDAs and their partners, the 
enlargement strategy of ALDA in Armenia, with the upcoming LDA, the situation in 
Azerbaijan, and the MED strategy, with the report of the meeting recently held in 
Palermo.

In Palermo final conference of an international cooperation project 
among ALDA, Sicily Region, Municipality of Lecce, IPRES and FACM 
(Algeria) and funded by the European Commission and the United 
Nations. Conclusion of a project of international cooperation 
ALGERIA: HALF OF THE YOUNG PEOPLE DREAMS OF 
EUROPE   



The main dream of half of the young Algerians is  to live in Europe, to improve their standard of living, pursuing a "model" 
that is forwarded to them by television broadcasts.
This is the result of a survey conducted in Algeria, whose key figures were presented today in Palermo from Nouredine 
Sbia, President of FACM, Algerian Forum for Citizenship and Modernity, speaking at the final conference of the project 
"Capitalizing  Migrant  Capacities  -  Algeria",  funded  by  the  European  Commission  and  UN,  managed  by  ALDA, 
Association of Local Democracy Agencies, which the partnership of Sicilian Region, Department of Family, Social Affairs 
and Labour, FACM, Municipality of Lecce, IPRES, Institute of Social and Economic Research of Puglia Region, and 
Municipality of Douéra (Algeria).
But often these young people choose the underground way to live their country, going in Europe, and they have no way 
back when, realized that the reality is different from their dreams, decide to return to Algeria, where they will be arrested,  
jailed in promiscuity with the local underworld.
The phenomenon of migration, which cyclically come back under the spotlight of the media, in reality is never dormant 
and it needs structural assistance as well as information and training to be managed as a resource and not tackled as a 
problem, as shown by the conference.
The main instrument to achieve these goals is undoubtedly the cooperation, as demonstrated in the final considerations 
on the experience of this project, whose aim was to transform in human and economic capital brains and men fleeing  
from Algeria towards Italy and Europe, creating real prospects for improving social and economic conditions.
The project had three lines of action: guiding potential migrants with right information about what awaits them across the 
border, facilitate employment and re-employment in Algeria with training on project management for start-up of new 
activities, provide relevant information to local authorities and technical advice for the management of migration.
"Sicily - states Michele Augugliaro, manager of the Department of Labor of Sicily Region , that deals with transnational  
cooperation projects with Mediterranean countries - has played in this project a role of guidance and information for 
those who want to start new activities. "
The project, which lasted about a year,  involved about sixty Algerians, equally divided between men and women, in 
training and guidance activities on the European labor market and start up of new activities in their country.
"The  balance  of  the  project  -  states  Antonella  Valmorbida,  director  of  Alda  -  is  positive.  We  have  established 
relationships with Algerian partners to monitor migration and to provide training to potential migrants on the topics of  
entrepreneurship,  of  rights and obligations of  participation in Europe. The best start-up activity projects that  will  be 
presented in Algeria will receive economic support. "
Mouloud Meziani  of  FACM (Algerian Forum for Citizenship and modernity)  said: "This pilot project  has given some 
interesting and useful results to raise awareness within young Algerians who want to go abroad and risks to remain 
without a stable job, and to know employment opportunities existing in their country".
In Algeria, in fact, there are a lot of job opportunities and many workers from China and other countries are employed on  
big constructions.
After the conference, ALDA, one of the leading and most important NGOs connecting a network of more than 160 local 
authorities and civil society involved in European active citizenship, human rights, and local democracy, focused with its 
members of Mediterranean countries on its role and strategy in the MED area for the period 2010-2013, to increase its 
current projects in Algeria and Morocco.

CITY OF STRASBOURG - ELECTED PARTNER LEADER OF THE 
LDA GEORGIA

The Municipality of Strasbourg is the new lead partner of the LDA Georgia. During 
the partner meeting of the LDA, which took place in Monfalcone (Italy) on the 11th 
of November 2010, the partners of the agencies elected the Franch city as their 
new partner leader.
At the meeting were present representatives from the municipalities of Monfalcone 
and Kutaisi  as well  as the  Association of  Municipalities  of  Georgia,  the Young 
Lawyers Association of Kutaisi and the Association Partners Georgia. The former 
leader, the city of Newport in the UK, could not attend but still remain partner of the 
Agency.
The commitment of the City of Strasbourg is present in the LDA since 2008 and it 
went  growing  during  these  years.  Recently,  the  city  of  Kutaisi  participated  in 
several events in France and in particular in the programme Club of Strasbourg,  
which brings together dozens of municipalities in Europe and Eastern Europe. (for 
more information visit: http://www.club-strasbourg.eu/.
Recently, the programme for Youth groups, Hurry Up, gave the opportunities to a 

group from Georgia to attend actions in Strasbourg and exchanges.
Strasbourg is member of ALDA since 2008 too and a very active promoter of the actions in local democracy and citizens 
participation. A particular impluse in this direction is given by Mrs. Nawel Rafik Elmrini, Deputy Mayor of Strasbourg, in 
charge of the International Relations and very supportive for this leadership. The city of Strasbourg will take part in the 
international  event  dedicated  to  capacity  building  for  local  authorities  that  will  take place  in  Kutaisi  on  the 30th of 
November and 1st of December.

http://www.club-strasbourg.eu/


LDAs DELEGATES COORDINATION MEETING IN 
VICENZA (8TH-9TH OF NOVEMBER)

The Coordination Meeting for the LDAs Delegates was held in the ALDA Office in 
Vicenza (IT) on the 8th an 9th  of November.
Considering the overall developments in the past year, several issues was shared 
and discussed among the LDAs Delegates and ALDA's staff.

Twelve are the LDAs currently active, based in the Balkans and in the Southern Caucasus. Alda is working to open a  
new LDA in Armenia and is planning to expand this positive experience to other areas.
The  first  Local  Democracy  Agencies  (LDAs)  were  established  by  the  Council  of  Europe's  Congress  of  Local  and 
Regional Authorities in the early 1990s as a support programme to strengthen local democracy, foster respect for human 
rights and further sustainable development in the Western Balkans. Over the years, the objective remained to assist the 
region in a smooth and stable transition towards democracy and European integration, with an emphasis on promoting 
tolerant and trust-based relationships within local communities. Since 1999, ALDA coordinates the LDAs and provides 
them with administrative and political support.

Seminar for experts in Prague on 10th of November
WHICH REFORM FOR THE P. A. AT THE LOCAL LEVEL 
IN EaP COUNTRIES?

On  November  10,  2010  ALDA  participated  in  a  seminar  for  experts  from  the 
Eastern Partnership on Public Administration Reform at the Local and Regional 
Level. ALDA was invited to the seminar as an expert organisation to present its 
work and activities in the Civil Society Forum and in Eastern Partnership countries.
The  one-week  seminar  that  took  place  in  Prague  was  organised  under  the 

auspices of the Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Czech Republic, H.E. Karel Schwarzenberg, in the framework of the 
Public Administration Reform in Eastern Partnership countries.
The participants in the seminar were representatives of Local Governments, Governmental institutions and NGOs in 
Eastern Partnership countries. All of them were in Prague to get inputs and ideas for reform and development of local 
self government. Experts from the Czech Republic as well as EU Member States and institutions gave lectures and took 
part in panel discussions with the guests from Eastern Partner countries during the seminar.
At the session of this seminar, Ms Kristina Prunerová, from the organisation People in Need, Prague, and also a member 
of the Steering Committee of the Eastern Partnership Civil Society Forum, and Mr Peter Sondergaard, ALDA Policy 
Officer, participated as well to present the experience of the Forum.
The  session  led  to  an  interesting  discussion  about  the  work  of  the  Civil  Society  Forum  and  about  the  way  the 
organisations participating in the Forum can be representative of the general civil society in their countries. A further 
topic of discussion was also how to avoid the fear that government representatives and civil society representatives 
sometimes have when working together in Partnership countries. Finally, the participants talked about how a constructive 
dialogue on Governance reform can be established between EU member states and Eastern Partnership countries – and 
in particular about the challenge of creating a real partnership as basis for dialogue in the relationship.

LISBON TREATY CONFERENCE IN BRINDISI (12TH OF 
NOVEMBER)

The  partners’  meeting  of  the  LDA  Albania  was  held  in  Brindisi  (IT)  (12th  of 
November).
In addition to the Municipality of Brindisi, partners of the LDA Albania are also the 
Municipality  of  Shkodra  (Albania),  the  Municipality  of  Fraize  (France),  the 
Municipality  of  Yverdon-les-Bains  (Switzerland),  the  Puglia  Region  (Italy);  the 
Formez  Institute  (Italy);  the  IPRES  Insitute  (Italy);  the  Association  of 

Albanian Municipalities (Albania) and the Municipality of Fierze (Albania).
In the afternoon, at the end of  the meeting, it  was held a conference on “The Lisbon Treaty:  a second look at  the 
institutional innovations. Trends and Perspectives, 2020 towards Europe”, organized by the International Co-operation 
and active citizenship Department of the Municipality, in collaboration with ALDA.
Speaking guest at the conference was Piotr Maciej Kaczynski, representative of the CESP, the Centre for European 
Policy Studies, leader Institute on European think tank, and one of the “top 10 global think tanks”.



The conference, besides dealing with the Lisbon Treaty in its development, amendments and projection towards 'Europe 
2020', began the process of Active Citizenship planned by the Municipality of Brindisi with ALDA.
It consists of a pilot training addressed both to the Municipality institutional bodies and citizens.  The objective of this 
project, based on the necessity to build a social and political community identity with a full contribution by citizens and to 
promote  their  involvement  starting  from the  local  level,  is  to  create  training  opportunities  and  related  participation 
processes.
A practical course of lessons, evidence, research and target groups is therefore aimed to turn into collective actions of 
processing, dialogue and co-operation, in other words into an actual practice of active citizenship.
The course is one of the first steps of the collaboration between the Municipality of Brindisi and ALDA, the Association of 
Local Democracy Agencies. The Municipality of Brindisi became a member of ALDA some years ago, sharing the same 
objectives, purposes and operational methods.
Giving more organic unity to the activity of presentation, handling and giving report on projects related to European 
projects,  setting up an innovative training project  and supporting active citizenship:  these are the objectives of  this 
collaboration.
With the acceptance of a project proposal submitted by ALDA, the Councillor responsible for International Co-operation 
and Active Citizenship, Mr Giacomo Massimo Ciullo, has promoted the approval of two formal acts by the Municipality.  
Thanks to these two acts, on the one hand, the city of Brindisi will consolidate its own international and European role,  
on the other hand it will be able to develop an innovative project on citizens’ active involvement in governance. “We have 
been working with ALDA for a long time – Councillor Giacomo Massimo Ciullo has declared – and we well  know its 
potentialities and abilities in raising the local governments’ position to a European level. As far as our Municipality is 
concerned, we have been active for so many years in a co-operative action with the Balkans area. Thanks to ALDA’s 
consultancy,  we will  set  up a “Europe Office” which will  help us to make a radical  change with  regard to both our 
international  relationships,  by means of  improving  the  organization  context  of  our  activities,  and  our  capacity  and 
possibility to use the opportunities offered by the European programmes at the utmost.”
A further,  and at the same time important,  advantage granted by the agreement made between the Municipality of 
Brindisi and ALDA is given by “Active Citizens”, a pilot training/action course which is addressed to both the Municipality 
institutional  bodies and citizens. The objective of  this project,  based on the necessity to build a  social  and political 
community identity with a full contribution by citizens and to promote their involvement starting from the local level, is to 
create training opportunities and related participation processes. A practical course of lessons, evidence, research and 
target groups is therefore aimed to turn into collective actions of processing, dialogue and co-operation, in other words 
into an actual practice of active citizenship.
“Our aim is to open the City Hall to citizens – Councillor Giacomo Massimo Ciullo has stated – in a new dimension 
founded on a continuous dialogue meant to give the Municipality the chance to know the citizens’ opinions and needs 
punctually and, at the same time, to give citizens deep knowledge of how a local authority, the rights and the opportunity 
it grants.”
Founded with the purpose to promote the local democracy and human rights in Europe, with particular  regard to the 
Balkan area and Eastern Europe,  thanks also to  its  synergic  work  with  institutional  bodies and civil  society,  ALDA 
confirms itself as a privileged subject for local authorities even in the field of consultancy and training.
Working within a network of several and reliable subjects operating in a European framework – the Director of ALDA, Mrs 
Antonella Valmorbida asserts – is the plus through which we move further with the support of this partner work with the 
Municipality of Brindisi. This member from Puglia region, as partner leader for the Albanian Skutari LDA and promoter of 
a programme  on active citizenship, has already shown its subtle sensibility in line with  ALDA’s style, approach and 
objectives.”

OPPORTUNITIES FOR CITIZENS TO BUILD A TIGHTER-KNIT 
EUROPE. SLOVAKIAN NATIONAL MEETING OF “CITIES” 
PROJECT

The national  Slovakian meeting of  “Cities” ALDA project was held in Bratislava, 
Slovakia,  organized  by  the  local  partner,  the  Union  of  Towns  and  Cities  of 
Slovakia.
ALDA  was  represented  by  Mrs  Aline  Schwoob,  Project  Manager  -  Active 
Citizenship Projects.

She contributed to the debates about innovation in Town-Twinning, presenting the main topics of the project.
Objective of the project is to give the citizens the opportunity to interact and participate in building a tighter-knit Europe, 
which is democratic and world-oriented, united and enriched by its cultural diversity, developing the citizenship of the 
European Union.
“Cities” project is meant to contribute to the development of a European identity awareness, based on common values,  
history and culture, and to foster the sense of belonging to the European Union among its citizens. The project is aimed 
at reinforcing the role of national associations of local governments in providing necessary tools and capacities for town 
twinning,
enhance  tolerance  and  mutual  understanding  between  European  citizens,  respecting  and  promoting  cultural  and 
linguistic diversity, while contributing to intercultural dialogue.
The “Cities” project is implemented by ALDA, in cooperation with the Association of Municipalities from Albania, the 
Regional Association of Municipalities “Central Stara Planina” and the Union of Bulgarian Black Sea Local Authorities 



from Bulgaria, the Association of Local Authorities in Lithuania, ECOVAST – National section for Republic of Macedonia, 
the International Co-operation Agency of the Association of Netherlands Municipalities, and the Union of Towns and 
Cities of Slovakia.

ALDA’S COURSE ON EUROPEAN PROJECTING FOR THIENE 
MUNICIPALITY (IT)

For  six  Mondays  from  mid-October  to  mid-December,  ALDA  held  a  20  hours 
course on European projecting for Thiene Municipality (Italy).
The  course,  aiming  to  provide  a  basilar  understanding  of  European  Union 
Programmes, addressed civil and public servants of Thiene Municipality, working 
in various sectors of the municipal administration, thus mixing different skills and 
competences acting at a local level.
The course  started  on  Monday 18th October  with  an  introductive  lesson about 

European Institutions and in details on European Union Programmes for the period 2007-2013.

The subsequent lessons focused on all the main aspects of the project cycle management, from the starting research of 
funds, to planning, developing, monitoring and evaluating a project.
Though frontal lectures provided theoretical knowledge on EU Planning, the course was also aiming to develop practical 
skills making participants experience a real project planning, hoping this will lead to develop future Thiene Municipality’s 
projects.
Most of the lessons was held by Marco Boaria, Resource and Development Unit Coordinator of ALDA, while the others 
alternated different speakers depending on topics that was tackled.
Furthermore, Antonella Valmorbida, ALDA Director, focused on managing a European project and Barbara Elia, ALDA 
Financial Officer, covered the financial and contractual aspects. Last but not least,  Lucio Gregoretti, European Office 
Manager of the Municipality of Monfalcone, introduced the main features of a local institution’s European Office, proving 
the strong willing of Thiene to learn by and collaborate with other Municipalities having more experience in the field of  
European Offices. 
For further information about the training courses on European issues offered by ALDA to its members and 
partners,  please  contact  the  Resource  and  Development  Unit  Coordinator,  Mr  Marco  Boaria,  at: 
marco.boaria@aldaintranet.org   

PATRAS INVITES ALDA TO THE INTERREG IV C MEETING ON
ECITIZENSII (23RD OF NOVEMBER 2010)

The  contribution  of  ALDA  to  the  Egovernment  and  participation  has  been  the 
central element of the three days study visit of the programme Interreg IVC which 
took place from the 23rd to the 26th of November 2010 in Patras.
The seminar, entitled to Engagement of the Stakeholders, brought the experience 
of the wide list of partners in order to build case studies and learning elements.
Mrs. Antonella Valmorbida, ALDA Director, participated in the launching session 
and focused on the challenges and opportunities of Participative Democracy and 
the work of ALDA.
The partners are :
The Baltic institute of Finland, lead partner
City of Tampere, Finland
Tartu, Estonia
Odense, Denmark

Province of Fievoland, Netherlands
Sheffield, UK
Bologna, Italy
Patras municipal Enterprise for Planning and Developpment
Vysogina Region, Czech Republich
Municipality of Miskolc, Hungary
Association of Basque Municipalities, EUDEL, Spain

CITIZENS IN THE FACE OF NATURAL AND CULTURAL
HERITAGE: ROUND TABLE IN SKOPJE. (24TH OF 
NOVEMBER)
A round table about the citizen involvement on natural and cultural heritage took 
place  in  Skopje,  Macedonia  (24th of  November),  organized  by  the  Center  for 

mailto:marco.boaria@aldaintranet.org


Institutional Development – CIRa and Savoir-Faire et Découverte, partners within the decentralized cooperation between 
the Regional Council of Lower‐Normandy (France) and the Republic of Macedonia, coordinated by ALDA.
This event was followed by the opening of the 5th European and inter‐ethnic network meetings, titled “Protection and 
attractiveness of old city centers”, (November 25th and 26th 2010) organized by the French National Association of 
towns and regions of art and history and Towns with protected areas (ANVPAH & VSSP).
In the past two years, as a result of the successful decentralized cooperation between the region Lower Normandy and 
Republic of Macedonia, innovative actions that involved residents and young people were implemented successfully in 
the municipalities of Berovo, Novaci and Mavrovo‐Rostushe, Macedonia. The project promoted citizens’ awareness and 
participation, and supported the citizens in the innovative actions to enhance their own heritage. Also, elected officials, 
non‐governmental  organizations  and  experts  were  supported  to  undertake  concrete  projects  focused  on  economic 
development.
Promoted by the Ministry of Culture took place (24th of November) one day information for the Program for Culture 2007-
2013, on the theme "The relationship between the Culture Programme and cultural policy in the EU”. 
For any further information about the project please consult:

• http://crbn-mk.courriers.info/francais 
• http://www.alda-europe.eu 
• or contact Ivana Dimitrovska: Ivana.dimitrovska@aldaintrenet.org 

mailto:Ivana.dimitrovska@aldaintrenet.org
http://www.alda-europe.eu/undefined/
http://crbn-mk.courriers.info/francais
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